2001 camry fuse box

Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the second -generation Toyota Camry XV20 ,
produced from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Toyota Camry , , , and , get
information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment
of each fuse fuse layout. There are two or three fuse blocks in the engine compartment of this
Toyota Camry, depending on the version and equipment. How to check the fuses? How to
replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents.
Passenger Compartment Fuse Box. Engine Compartment Fuse Box. Learn more: How to check
the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Gauges
and meters, back-up lights, cruise control system, charging system, traction control system,
daytime running light system, power windows, service reminder indicators and warning
buzzers. Gauge and meter, audio system, cigarette lighter, glove box light, clock, instrument
panel light control, service reminder indicators, air conditioning control panel lights, ashtray
light, emergency flasher, daytime running light system, seat heater control system, rear window
defogger, electronically controlled automatic transmission system. Cigarette lighter, shift lock
control system, power rear view mirror controls, theft deterrent system, power door lock
system, SRS airbag system, seat belt pretensioners, outside rear view mirror defogger, air
conditioning system. Theft deterrent system, daytime running light system, clock, locking with
wireless remote control system, ignition switch light, personal light, trunk light, electric moon
roof, interior light, vanity mirror light, door courtesy light, power door lock system. Cruise
control system, anti-lock brake system, SRS airbag system, seat belt pretensioners 7. Years of
production: If any of the electrical components do not operate, a fuse may have blown. If this
happens, check and replace the fuses as necessary. Vehicles without smart key system: Turn
the engine switch OFF. Login Register. Ford Fiesta VI - : Fuse box. Volvo C30 I - : Fuse box.
Gauges and meters; vanity lights; trunk light; engine switch light; door courtesy lights; interior
light; personal lights; clock; smart key system. Wireless remote control system; front
passenger occupant classification system; main body ECU; vehicle stability control system.
Anti-lock brake system; vehicle stability control system; traction control system; brake assist
system. Navigation system; seat heaters; emergency flashers; air conditioning system; audio
system; clock; glove box light; instrument panel lights; steering switches. Main body ECU;
electric moon roof; tire pressure warning system; electric cooling fans; auto anti-glare inside
rear view mirror. Anti-lock brake system; vehicle stability control system; traction control
system; brake assist system; shift lock control system; automatic transmission; cruise control
system. Fuse Box Layout Toyota Camry with engine: 2. Passenger Compartment Fuse Box.
Circuit s protected. Air conditioning system, rear window defogger, starting system. Power door
lock system, theft deterrent system, fuel filler door control system. Gauge and meter, audio
system, cigarette lighter, glove box light, clock, instrument panel light control, service reminder
indicators, air conditioning control panel lights, ashtray light, emergency flasher, daytime
running light system, seat heater control system, rear window defogger, electronically
controlled automatic transmission system. Cigarette lighter , shift lock control system, power
rear view mirror controls, theft deterrent system, power door lock system, SRS airbag system,
seat belt pretensioners, outside rear view mirror defogger, air conditioning system. Theft
deterrent system, daytime running light system, clock, locking with wireless remote control
system, ignition switch light, personal light, trunk light, electric moon roof, interior light, vanity
mirror light, door courtesy light, power door lock system. You may be a service technician that
intends to look for recommendations or address existing troubles. Or you are a trainee, or
maybe even you that just wish to know regarding Toyota Camry Fuse Box Diagram. Whatever
you are, we aim to bring the web content that matches what you are searching for. You may
originate from an internet search engine, after that find this site. This subject is a lot of people
searching on the net, consequently we collect images from different trustworthy resources and
comprehend in their field. The outcomes of the gathering are published on this internet site.
Here are several of the top drawings we receive from different resources, we hope these photos
will certainly work to you, and also with any luck very pertinent to just what you want about the
Toyota Camry Fuse Box Diagram is. This picture we have filteringed system from great create
the best image, yet exactly what do you assume? We wish to make a site valuable for many
people. If the picture above is not very clear, please click the picture you want to increase the
size of, then you will be taken to one more page to display a clearer and also larger image, you
will certainly additionally be presented details from gambvar. Below this internet site there is
also a Toyota Camry Fuse Box Diagram image gallery, if the photo above is not nearly enough
for you. Tags: toyota camry fuse box diagram toyota camry interior fuse box diagram. Toggle
navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click
one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds

How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. September
Hi all. I am reasonably handy with cars but this ones got me stumped. This morning all the
gauges stopped working as well as the power windows when the car was shifted. I looked at it
and found a blown 10A gauge cluster fuse blown. I disconnected the Brake light switch at the
pedal, replaced the fuse and overode the shift lockout and put it into gear without incident I
have a Camry and all the windows in the car won't work and they all are down so I have to put a
tarp over the whole car everyday. Now I took it to a dealer and he said he thought maybe the
wires on the door might be split. So I checked them and two of them were split, so I spliced the
wires but still I can't wind the windows up. I also checked all the fuses and they are ok. If
anyone can help me out I would appreciate it. Also if anyone knows the electrical scheme for
this make and model I would appreciate that too. Im thinking it had to do with those wires that
were split somehow but I dont know what I am missing. I can use any info you may have. How
can one replace the dashboard instrument panel light bulbs? This is for a Camry LE. I have a
camry and the rear passenger side window will go down, but in order for it to go up, you need to
put it up with the switch on the drivers door. November For some reason the digital clock no
longer shows on the dashboard of my Camry I checked the fuse box under the hood and didn't
see a designated fuse for the clock. Is there any other fuse box location that might have the fuse
for the clock? I just figured this out with my own car. The fuse for the digital clock is behind the
little pop-out storage drawer to the left of the steering wheel. There is a map of the fuses on the
back of the drawer. The 15 amp fuse that is labeled Cig is the one that also goes to the clock. I
think this is great stuff. The problem is that when i turn on the headlights only the marker and
taillights come on. I dont have a signal power to the relay only one terminal of the relay is hot.
December Hi, I have a camry which blowes the cig, clock fuse when i step on the breaks the rear
light failure light censor comes on at this point on the dash. I measured the Ohms of the break
lights and one of them reads Does this make sence since the breaklights are on a diffrent fuse?
Could my problem be the break light switch Thanks in advance for any help I figured it out My 4
year old stuck a dime in the cig lighter socket it fits perfect and fluch to the back The rear light
failure was not in the tail lights but rather in the light just below the back glass called the upper
brake light signal Heh, glad you got it figured out! Four year olds - gotta love 'em!! I have a XLE
Camry with just over miles. I had noticed that the radio would mute when changing between
modes for minutes on end and that when I was listening to satellite, the sound would go in and
out, sort of like a speaker was going but this only happened when listening to satellite. Then
just once, there was this horrible screaching sound, like a piercing smoke alarm, that happened
while I was driving. It only lasted bout 7 seconds or so and it stopped. I took it to the dealer, and
they could find none of these problems, so they put in a brand new radio. Yesterday, I was
driving and there was a horrible crackling noise and loud piercing noise that sounded like a
speaker was blowing out. I turned off the radio but the sound didn't stop, and it kept getting
louder. I drove straight to the dealer where I shut the car off and the noise continued! Has
anyone had this problem or know of any possible reason that this could be happening? How do
you remove the fuse for the clock behind the change holder? Does it just pull straight out? I
have tried that with a pair of hemostats but it does budge I don't want to break anything can I
use pliers and just use a little more power? I assume this one of the smallest fuse types. If so,
there's a handy puller white in the fusebox under the hood on the driver's side. You can use this
to extract the fuse. See your owner's manual if you're unsure of the location. All fuses pull
straight out, btw. Wel;l checked the fuse and it doesn't looked burned out but I will get a
replacement tomorrow and see what happens. As I understand it the fuse is for both the clock
and cigarette lighter but not sure. I did try the lighter and it does work. I am hopeful that it
doesn't mean the clock need to be replaced. I may need to go back to wearing a watch. Hello, I
have a Toyota Camry.. A couple weeks ago my tail light fuse blew, I replaced it and it blew one
more time after that In the past two days my gauge fuse has popped everytime I put the car in
reverse I can tell you that the back lights the ones on the truck do not work I am assuming I
have to replace those bulbs Sounds like your battery is dead. You can go to one of the local
auto parts stores Pep Boys, Autozone, etc , and they'll do a free battery and alternator test for
you. Automatic shoulder belt driver side only quit working and is stuck in the forward, released
position. Door plunger detent switch still operates and controls the dome light. The passenger
side automatic shoulder belt still operates and is tracking normally. No auditory sounds from
the motor nor the track channel when the ignition is activated while doors closed. Fuses look
fine. Unfortunately, it's probably time to replace the belt and motor. This is a , correct, so it's at
least 15 years old. At least you can and should use the separate lap belt in the meantime.
January When I shift to reverse, I blow the fuse and that kills my instruments, heater, and then
electronic window controls. This switch is activated when you shift into reverse and then
activates the reverse light. Good luck. Also, don't be tempted to put in a higher amp fuse in the

slot. The other night I parked our 93 Camry then a little later my wife tried to start it. It would
crank freely, but it did nor fire. I replaced it and current regersted on both sides of the fuse until
I turned the switch on. Does any one out there have any answers to this problem and also what
components this fuse supplies. Three hours after I pulled my Camry in the garage and turned
off the ignition I went back to the garage only to find the car making a clicking noise and the
side lights flashing. Thinking it must be my keyless security I got my keys and pushed the
buttons to find they weren't working. I turned the ignition on in the car and it did not start but
When I turned the ignition back off the noise and lights started back up. I realized the same
thing happened when I turned on the headlight switch although the lights did not go on or used
any other electrical part. The noise and lights would stop. I traced the clicking noise to the relay
and fuse box. There was also a clicking noise coming from a part that I cannot identify but it
looks like a fan and has a cap over the middle noise coming from behind the cap and is on the
passenger side of the car there are two of these fan type things. I tried to unhook the battery
cable but it was on too tight so I hooked up a battery charger to the cable and plugged in the
charger. When I did this the horns started honking so I rapidly unplugged it 10pm at night and I
didn't want to wake the neighbors. Although I know nothing about vehicles I can't stop thinking
that it is something relatively minor and I hate to have it towed if I can at least start it myself.
Anyone have any advice? I have a camry that is blowing the dome ligt fuse. You might drop the
dome light and look for a pinched wire or some burned area on the metal of the light itself. If it's
a real "short" it should blow the fuse even with the bulb out. I bought a replacement reverse
light switch. A regular socket won't fit, since the switch has 2 wires coming out of the side. An
open-end wrench won't fit because the switch is kind of recessed into the tranny. Do I need a
special tool? Sorry, I have a manual '84 Supra. I just purchased a camry and I fear this may be
the issue as well. Before I get crazy though, can you or anyone please tell me how to get the
dome light out? I've tried a bunch of stuff including prying with a small screwdriver which made
marks on the plastic. Any help would be appreciated. Had the exact same problem show up in
my '93 camry last night. And I have no idea where to go with it. If you find out anything do
please let us know. I was running a tire inflator off my cigarette lighter probably not a great
thing to have done in retrospect and all was great for about 10 minutes, then it just quit. I
suspected a blown fuse, but the fuse showed good. Also, according to the chart, the radio is on
the same fuse, and it works. I'm guessing I just burnt out the lighter part, or there's a fusible link
someplace that I don't know about that just serves the lighter. Does anybody know if there's a
fusible link, or does anybody know if it's possible to just blow out the lighter? Like, have you
considered the inflator is bad??? No--I forgot to mention, no other accessories work when
plugged into the lighter phone chargers, radar detector. What year, model, and trim? Sorry--new
to these forums, so forgot to include basics. Looks like the power feed is from the ignition key
accessory position, thru a 15A fuse fuse position 8 , and then to the radio and lighter. If the
radio works assuming it's factory radio and nobody has rewired it to a different power feed ,
then you know the fuse is good, and it must be the wire going down to the lighter. You'll have to
pull the wire off the back of the lighter, and check it for power. If it has power with the accessory
key position ON of course , then your lighter itself is bad. If no power, then your going to have
to backtrack up the wire to where it splits off with the radio. Hoping the correct fuse size was in
15A , so that your wiring isn't burnt. Both the user manual and the fuse diagram next to the fuse
box the inside one below the instrument panel show the lighter sharing the circuit with the
radio. However, I will check as you suggest. Thank you for your time. Please help if you know. I
have no idea why all my door locks and windows not working. It does not have power to the
main console on the driver side and neither door can control the power windows up or down,
lock or unlock the door. So where is the fuse to check??? Is there an expert about 95 Toyota
Camry out there can help solving this problem. Thanks in advance. Should also have told you
were they are: The Alt H is the main A fuse up in the engine compartment, the M-Fuse is on the
Junction Block 1 under the dash. Wiring could be anywhere of course, but I would typically look
where the cable flex's on the drivers door when you open it. Usually a wiring flex problem starts
surfacing as intermittently working. Driving down the highway today and I suddenly lost ALL
electrical power. The engine still ran until I got home. I have hazard lights, dome light, door
lights and headlights. I have NO gauges whatsoever, no signals, no AC, no blower fan or rear
defog, no radio or glove box light and the engine will not turn over. It sounded like a dead
battery but I'm getting the odd electrical system. I disconnected the battery, cleaned the posts
etc and hooked it back up. Still nothing. It's a Camry LE 4 cyl. Check the A fuse, under the hood,
on top of the Left-Front wheel. Your headlights work, and are on the circuit before that fuse,
everything else that you list not working are after that fuse. If it is bad, and you replace it Your
alternator might be bad. WOW you're fast. I'll do that asap and let you know. Thank you. I
popped open the case top on the LH wheel well and found the amp fuse. The clear plastic cover

on top was off. Could this have popped off previously and allowing moisture to get in? Also, I
found out the hard way that the fuse is a bolt in type. Any suggestions as to how I get the relay
unit out to access the amp fuse mounting bolt. In advance Thanks, I found those blew fuses are
hide under my 95 Camry dash and replace them. Thanks a lot to "Kiawah". February Here's a
high level of main power feed Generation3-MainPower. Can anyone help? I'm at my wits end
here. I took out the battery and was able to get the bottom cover off the relay box on the left
wheel well. The fuse I need to replace is a bolt on type. Can anyone tell me how to get the fuse
out. I'll never get a wrench in there. Kudos to "Kiawah". I finally figured out how to get the fuse
out. Replaced it and the car is running. Thanks for the tip, you saved me a few bucks. While I
was at it I was checking out the other fuses and there was a 15 amp fuse blown. When I brought
the car from California to Calgary, it had to have daytime lights installed. They worked for a
while then they went out. The Toyota dealer replaced the relay but the left headlight was much
dimmer than the right. They spent 3 hours trying to figure it out. They didn't even check the
fuses. Once I replaced the 15 amp Thanks again. Hi "kiawah" I know I already thanked you for
the fuse help It used to, before the ALT H fuse fiasco, come on and go off in about 10 seconds.
The manual says to take to Toyota immediately. It looks fine to me. Is it possible I could have
damaged it during the amp fuse replacement? I'm travelling and don't have access to any of the
manuals, so will be shooting in the dark here. Is it the airbag or ABS light that is on? I should be
back Thursday, so can look at the schematics then, and see what the airbag circuitry looks like,
and where that is fused. Doc, As I thought, it doesn't appear to have anything to do with the
60Amp fuse. If it is your SRS airbag light that stays on, then it is reporting that it has had a
failure. You will need to have the failure code s read from the SRS unit, or read them yourself if
you are real technically inclined. Depending on the code read, it will point to one of the SRS
sensors, or it could be a 'normal' code. That normal code indicates that there has been a voltage
problem, and indicates to check your battery and charging system. There is a way to clear the
codes, but entails jumpering two pins in the cabling, with a specific timing sequence. Couple
things to probably consider. If you are very comfortable that your alternator and battery are
good, then it may just be that the main fuse blowing caused a voltage problem which the SRS is
now reporting. And if there is nothing else wrong with your power and the SRS unit and
sensors, then resetting the SRS is all you need. Would think this is a relatively cheap fix at the
Toyota shop. Another possibility is you actually have a legitimate SRS failure, in which case you
would definitely want the Toytoa shop to fix it as well, in case you are ever in an accident. If you
are very technically inclined it doesn't look all that difficult to read the codes and reset the light,
but this piece of the manual is about pages. Personally I've only once had an airbag problem,
and that was on a Chrysler minivan where the coilspring in the steering wheel wire to the airbag
went bad was later recalled, so they picked up the tab. If you haven't already had your alternator
and battery checked out under load at your local autoparts store PepBoys, AutoZone, etc , do
so. If you are lucky, you'll get away cheap. Make sure you tell them that you had to replace the
Amp fuse because it was blown. If the code read is 'normal', and they can attribute the code to
your loss of the Amp fuse trip, then they won't be replacing parts that you don't need. Sign In or
Register to comment. Ad vertisements. Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Toyota Solara , ,
, , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the
assignment of each fuse fuse layout. Cigar lighter power outlet fuses in the Toyota Solara are
the fuses 30 Power outlet and 38 Cigarette lighter in the Instrument panel fuse box. There are
two or three fuse blocks, depending on the version and equipment. How to check the fuses?
How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. See other
Toyota Solara:. Table of Contents. Passenger Compartment Fuse Box. Engine Compartment
Fuse Boxes. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you
the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are
happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Gauges and meters, back-up lights, cruise control system,
charging system, traction control system, daytime running light system, power windows,
service reminder indicators and warning buzzers. Gauge and meter, audio system, cigarette
lighter, glove box light, clock, instrument panel light control, service reminder indicators, air
conditioning control panel lights, ashtray light, emergency flasher, daytime running light
system, rear window defogger, electronically controlled automatic transmission system.
Cigarette lighter, shift lock control system, power rear view mirror controls, theft deterrent
system, power door lock system, SRS airbag system, seat belt pretensioners, outside rear view
mirror defogger, air conditioning system. Theft deterrent system, daytime running light system,
clock, locking with wireless remote control system, ignition switch light, personal light, trunk
light, electric moon roof, interior light, vanity mirror light, door courtesy light, power door lock
system, quarter trim courtesy light. Cruise control system, anti-lock brake system, SRS airbag
system, seat belt pretensioners. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon.

Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors
Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Fuse box diagram fuse layout ,
location, and assignment of fuses and relays Toyota Camry XV20 , , , , , The fuses are designed
to blow before the entire wiring harness is damaged. If any of the electrical components do not
operate, a fuse may have blown. If this happens, check and replace the fuses as necessary.
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Notice Never use a
fuse of a higher amperage rating than that indicated, or use any other object in place of a fuse,
even as a temporary fix. This can cause extensive damage or even fire. Always use a genuine
Toyota fuse or equivalent. Do not modify the fuses or fuse boxes. If the replaced fuse blows
again, have the vehicle inspected by any authorized Toyota dealer or repairer, or another duly
qualified and equipped professional. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect
4 way switch wiring diagrams
bmw i3 manual
chevrolet suburban engines
on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary.
Power door lock system, theft deterrent system, fuel filler door control system. Gauge and
meter, audio system, cigarette lighter, glove box light, clock, instrument panel light control,
service reminder indicators, air conditioning control panel lights, ashtray light, emergency
flasher, daytime running light system, seat heater control system, rear window defogger,
electronically controlled automatic transmission system. Cigarette lighter, shift lock control
system, power rear view mirror controls, theft deterrent system, power door lock system, SRS
airbag system, seat belt pretensioners, outside rear view mirror defogger, air conditioning
system. Theft deterrent system, daytime running light system, clock, locking with wireless
remote control system, ignition switch light, personal light, trunk light, electric moon roof,
interior light, vanity mirror light, door courtesy light, power door lock system.

